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During 2020 Yemen, East Africa and
south Asia are experiencing the worst
infestation of swarming desert locusts
in a quarter of a century. The scale of the
plague is almost beyond comprehension
and massive resources are required to
combat the menace it presents. South
African-based BAC Helicopters has been
actively involved in the battle in Kenya,
where the situation is the worst in
seventy years, as Leigh Neil reports.

T

he massive swarms of desert locusts result from breeding that
occurred after unusually wet and cooler then usual weather
patterns, including cyclones over the Arabian Desert. The
large numbers of insects that hatch form and travel in bands
of ‘hoppers’ while in their immature, flightless stage until they
reach maturity, when they can then travel up to 150 kilometers each day with
their new-found ability to fly. A locust consumes its own weight in vegetation
each day and swarms comprise about 80 million insects per hectare. Some
swarms are significantly larger than many modern cities so the insects in
a single swarm can easily number in the tens, or even hundreds of billions
and can consume up to 300 million pounds of crops and vegetative matter
in a single day. The mature insects can then breed and reproduce, creating
more than 150 times their original number with each breeding cycle. The
devastation they leave in their wake presents a grave threat to the security
of the food supply, particularly in areas already struggling with food scarcity
and drought, so their spread throughout Yemen, Ethiopia, Somalia, Uganda,
Kenya, Tanzania and South Sudan puts well over ten million people at real
risk of major famine and starvation.
The only really effective large-scale control measure is the aerial
application of bio-pesticides and a number of aircraft are engaged on these
spraying operations throughout the affected regions. Fixed wing aircraft are
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routinely used in Kenya but this year, for the first time, the country trialed
helicopter spraying. Durban-based BAC helicopters was contracted in March
2020 by a non-governmental organization (NGO) to assist in aerial spraying
and surveillance operations against the spreading locust infestation but
unfortunately, international borders then began to close and quarantine
restrictions were imposed between countries as the world began locking
down in an effort to contain the global spread of the pestilence that is
the COVID-19 virus. “We therefore found ourselves in a difficult position,”
remarked CEO Tremayne Thompson who manages the company alongside
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co-founder and COO Ashley Bell. Although they started the company with just
a pair of Robinsons in 2010, the fleet now boasts a mix of MD500, Bell 206L-4,
Airbus AS350 and H130 models. Thompson commented that the logistical
challenges involved in positioning crew and helicopters into East Africa
amidst the COVID-19 outbreak were hugely frustrating. “The locust threat to
the communities in the region meant that our services were required most
urgently,” he explained, “so we dispatched two Bell 206L-4 Long Rangers
from South Africa around mid-May and during the three-day ferry to Nairobi
the crew had no option but to sleep in tents on various airport aprons, as
they were not permitted through customs and immigration due to lockdown
restrictions.” Roger Shone, BAC’s Chief spray pilot was involved in the ferry
flights and he recalled being treated by airport officials enroute with the
utmost suspicion, as airport activity was low and fear of the unknown around
the virus mounted. Despite the hurdles, with the assistance of Lady Lori –
a Kenyan helicopter operator, local logistics experts and BAC’s preferred
local helicopter operational partner - the BAC Helicopters team managed
to position its specialized crew and equipment in Kenya and shortly after
the arrival of the two Long Rangers, an Airbus AS350-B2 and an H130 were
also deployed to join the locust eradication effort. BAC’s ongoing positive
relationship with Lady Lori also encouraged the South African company to
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share some of the business with their Kenyan counterparts where possible,
through utilization of their helicopters and personnel. “Lady Lori is a wellestablished and respected Kenyan operator with local industry knowledge
and expertise, which proved invaluable in navigating some of the logistical
and operational challenges we faced in country. Ian Mimano and his team
have been real assets to the operation,” Thompson opined.
As much of the huge infested area is remote and sparsely populated,
locating the swarms to be sprayed is a constant challenge so spotters are
used both on the ground and in the aircraft. Area knowledge is a crucial
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resource in this effort and a number of locals operate as ground-based
spotters, conducting searches and communicating with the resident
population to locate and track the mobile swarms. Because the swarms
vary so much in size and composition, scouting flights fly at varying heights
and speeds, typically between 40 – 80 knots, and when a swarm is found,
the details are communicated to the local contact manager and aerial
coordinator, who endeavor to deploy air assets to monitor, track and spray
the swarm. BAC uses the TracMap system onboard its aircraft to monitor
and record all flightpath information and provide GPS coordinates of any
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located swarms of locusts or hoppers. If the swarm comprises adult insects,
it is important to spray in the early morning or late evening when the swarm
is roosting. That entails early starts for the crews who typically get airborne
at first light on a 2.5 – 3 hour sortie, as the ambient temperature warms
during the day and the insects become airborne from around 9:00a.m.
The threat that the dense flying swarms pose makes it far too dangerous
to operate aircraft in their immediate vicinity, even though all the BAC
helicopters engaged on locust control are fitted with inlet barrier filters,
so the helicopters take off again for another similar length late afternoon
sortie, with the locusts beginning to roost again around sunset. BAC’s H130
(later replaced by an AS350-B3) and the two LongRangers operated only in
the surveillance role, while the AS350-B2 worked in the spraying role, along
with the locally operated fixed-wing spray machines. BAC based its machines
at locations that depended on the movements of the swarms, between the
east and west sides of Turkana Lake in the north of Kenya, as Thompson
described. “To the west of the lake is Lodwar and to the East is Marsabit.
Initially we had teams split between these bases, but after the first six weeks
all the machines consolidated at Lodwar which made things a little easier.”
The remoteness of the operational locations obviously necessitated
extensive logistical planning, particularly with regard to fuel supply and
technical support but Thompson advised that, as local flight restrictions
within Kenya began to ease, a small scheduled flight service between Nairobi
and Lodwar fortunately recommenced and that this service was used on
one or two occasions to bring in certain supplies during times of need. Most
of the time though, one of the local suppliers routinely delivered fuel in
44-gallon (200ltr) drums by truck and the bulk of BAC’s fuel was positioned
at Lodwar, although fuel was also strategically positioned at secure sites
around the region, to avoid the necessity of returning to base to refuel
during survey and spraying operations. All the helicopters began each
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sortie with full onboard fuel and survey missions also carry an additional
4-6 jerry cans of extra fuel onboard, with in-the-field refueling a standard
procedure. Personnel logistics were also challenging; with the additional
COVID restrictions adding to the usual difficulties presented by the size
and remoteness of the operational area. “Each helicopter was allocated a
pilot, engineer and logistician,” explained Thompson. “As per the contract
requirements, our pilots had to meet minimum experience requirements in
agricultural operations and proficiency in the use of the agricultural survey
and spray equipment. There were no scheduled flights between South Africa
and Kenya as a result of the pandemic, so we couldn’t rotate pilots through
the operation on a roster as one would do under normal circumstances so
each pilot had to carefully manage their flight and duty times.” Thompson
explained that each crewmember had specific responsibilities. “In addition
to planning and flying the helicopter, survey pilots were responsible for
mapping the locust swarms and providing this data, in electronic format, to
the relevant contract manager,” he elaborated. “The spray pilots obviously
had the added responsibility of ensuring that the spray equipment was
functional and calibrated for the desired chemical application rates etc. The
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engineers were responsible for maintenance planning and kept a close eye
on the helicopters, ensuring each machine was mechanically sound and
performing optimally. The logisticians held no specific aviation qualification
and assisted with general logistics planning for the operation, while during
the survey and spraying operations they also acted as intermediary between
local informers and the rest of the crew with respect to target survey regions
where the locusts were present. The logisticians assigned to each helicopter
are local Kenyan citizens and their local knowledge and ability to engage with
local suppliers and learn from the local communities helped us manage our
operation more efficiently on the ground. The NGO that we contracted to also
provided local scouts to fly with the helicopters on the various sorties; they
were members of the local communities where the locusts were present and
they assisted our teams in locating swarms more efficiently.”
Hoppers are much more difficult to locate than the adults and the survey
helicopters position scouts in the field to search on foot and access remote
areas where local inhabitants provide information on locust presence in
the area, according to Shone. As the young locusts mature, they change in
color and become easier to identify from the air, which helps to speed up
the survey process. “Mature locusts are able to fly, which greatly enhances
their mobility and the urgency to eradicate swarms when they are located”
says Shone. The survey helicopters, upon locating a roosting locust swarm,
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map the extent of the swarm and transfer the data to the spray helicopter,
which immediately deploys to the target area if possible. The amount of
spray carried on each sortie depended on the movement of the swarms,
the size of the spray area and the distance to reach the target area. BAC’s
contract required the capability to carry up to 650 liters of chemical at
any time, however Thompson remarked that it was very seldom that that
much would be sprayed in a single sortie. The swarms vary dramatically in
size – typically from 50 to 300 hectares – and the spraying regime applied
in this type of operation is referred to as Ultra-Low Volume (ULV), with a
spray application rate of less than one liter per hectare in some instances.
“The chemicals used are extremely hazardous and proper handling of the
chemical at every stage of the spraying operation is a top priority. We use
both Simplex and Isolair spray equipment, coupled with Micronair atomisers
and - as with any spraying operation - equipment maintenance and cleaning
is critical to the longevity of the equipment and reliability of the operation,”
he recounted. The ULV spraying methodology permits a distance between
swathes of between 70 – 100 meters and utilizing the wind to aid in dispersal
of the pesticide; quite helpful as the over-flight of the spraying helicopter
causes the locusts to begin to swarm. Thompson advised that even the
sound of the surveillance machines disturbed the insects so the threat posed
by airborne insects necessitated a constant high level of watchfulness and
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caution, adding to the ever-present challenge of the extremely hot daytime
temperatures and dusty conditions.
At the time of writing in late September, BAC has amassed a total of
around 600 flying hours and is still engaged on some ongoing aspects of
the control operations in Kenya, with the company’s -B3 still conducting
ongoing survey missions. Both the Bell 206L-4 and AS350 models are wellproven, dependable workhorses in utility work and the locust survey and
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spray operations were carried out in hot and high conditions, with ambient
temperatures often in excess of 40 degrees Celsius. Helicopter performance
was crucial to the success of the operation and Thompson and Shone both
consider that the BAC machines performed their respective functions reliably,
effectively and efficiently, with Thompson reporting that the contracting
NGO has been very happy with the service delivered by the BAC team. That
level of satisfaction obviously bodes well for future tenders and contracts
in the region, as does the fact that BAC’s AS350-B2 fitted with a spray rig
carried out a successful demonstration for the Kenya Ministry of Agriculture,
who were reportedly impressed by the performance of the helicopter in
this type of operation. This was the first demonstration of its kind in Kenya,
as traditionally only fixed wing aircraft have been used for spraying in the
region. “This is an ideal application for helicopter spraying, particularly when
the locust swarms are present in mountainous terrain and close to villages,
where the slower speeds and greater agility enhance the precision of the
chemical application,” remarked Thompson.
Operating short-term contracts such as this presents a different set of
challenges than when commencing long-term contracts. The initial setup and
establishment cost and effort from a logistics perspective is considerable, for
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what is potentially a relatively short operating period in a remote location.
Thompson considers that BAC Helicopters has learned to how to deal
efficiently with contracts of this nature and is well able to respond to similar
requirements in the future. “Fortunately, experience we’ve gained over the
last ten years operating in remote parts of Africa, stood us in good stead with
respect to the necessity to adapt to such a fluid environment, particularly in
the midst of the Covid pandemic,” he stated. Compared with BAC’s normal
agricultural operations in South Africa, Thompson considers that the
greatest challenge with this Kenyan operation relates to the remoteness
of the operating areas and the logistical challenges that presents. “It isn’t as
easy to make a plan to resolve a technical issue when you are few hundred
kilometers from where the last dirt road ends. It’s even more difficult during
an unprecedented global pandemic where cargo and passenger flights are
extremely limited. You have to try and plan for every eventuality before
you even begin and that isn’t always possible, especially in light of the
emergency humanitarian aid nature of this type of operation.” Perhaps
unsurprisingly, given the level of success of the Kenyan operation, Thompson
has advised HeliOps that BAC Helicopters has also just been awarded a
contract in Somaliland and is setting up to conduct operations as this article
goes to print. HO

Leigh Neil has always had an involvement with aviation, predominantly fixed-wing flying and
rotary-wing writing, and lives in New Zealand on the South Island’s West Coast with his wife of 33
years. Leigh works as a heavy machinery operator in mining, when not writing or editing, and on
the free time he has left explores the roads through the mountains and forests on his motorcycle.
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